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July 19, 2022

POST Board
1600 University Avenue/ Suite 200

St. Paul/ MN 55104

via email only: POSTmles.POST@state.mn.ns

Re: Joint Public Comment of MPPOA & LELS - Proposed POST Board Rules

To Whom It May Concern:

This letter serves to explain the Minnesota Police and Peace Officers

Association's (//MPPOA//) and Law Enforcement Labor Services' (//LELS//) positions

regarding the proposed amendments to Chapter 6700 of the Minnesota Rules. MPPOA

represents the interests of Minnesota's licensed police officers. LELS represents law

enforcement officers throughout Minnesota. The MPPOA and LELS appreciate the

need for rigorous standards for peace officers and share the POST Board's goals of

strengthening the public trust and increasing professionalism within the profession in

which Minnesota's law enforcement officers have devoted their careers. MPPOA and

LELS also understand that this process is being propelled by unique concerns

emanating from the current moment. Issues undermining public trust acutely impact

MPPOA and LELS members/ as they are the ones called upon/ and who have chosen/ to

protect and serve the public in these difficult times. The MPPOA and LELS are

intimately familiar with the challenges posed by the current social climate/ and both

agencies are gravely concerned that the proposed amendments to Chapter 6700 will not

only fail to solve these issues/ but instead will aggravate them by creating an

unworkable structure that will diminish/ not promote/ public trust and public safety.

Among the general preliminary issues that must be addressed is the increased

role of the POST Board in establishing processes and making decisions that limit the

role of the local law enforcement agencies. As an example/ by increasing focus on



potential Brady/Giglio issues/ and potentially suspending/revoking a license or refusing

to grant a license to a peace officer/ the Post Board forces CLEOs to terminate

em.ploym.ent for peace officers who may remain valuable to their community employed

in areas where testim.onial issues are less likely to arise. Centralized conduct sanctions

that do not rely on criminality also shift disciplinary power from local agencies to the

POST Board. It is not clear that this is within the scope of the POST Board's delegated

authority/ which is particularly significant as the issues involved in the Rules are often

issues where legislation was introduced but did not pass.

It also bears reiterating that Minnesota is a large and diverse state. Minnesota

has approximately 415 law enforcement agencies/ and the MPPOA represents

approximately 10/000 peace officers. LELS represents approximately 6/500 licensed

peace officers/ including those who work in 1-2 person departments up to agencies that

employ 100 or more members. It is important to remember that the broad and

comprehensive sweep of the proposed Rules deeply affects and diminishes the ability of

all local agencies/ whether urban or rural/ to address public safety. MPPOA and LELS

join with the dissenting members/ who remind the Board that Minnesota is benefitted

by //a shared vision for Minnesota and should allow individual communities to tailor

that vision to the unique needs of their citizens without mandates and policy

restrictions imposed by state and federal policy makers/' (Advisory Comm. on POST

Board Rules Overhaul Draft Report to the Board/ March 2022 at 19.)

MPPOA and LELS echo the dissenting members' concern regarding the scope of

these Rule changes/ but both agencies wish to highlight additional issues inherent with

the proposed Rules. (Id.) Peace officers in Minnesota are statutorily addressed not only

under the Chapters of the Minnesota Statutes dealing with the Post Board and police

conduct/ Chapters 214 and 626, as addressed by the Advisory Committee/ but also by

the Public Employment Labor Relations Act/ Minn. Stat. § 179A.01/ et seq. ("PELRA").

Each of the local agencies employing members of the MPPOA or LELS have entered

into binding contracts that include grievance and disciplinary procedures largely

circumvented by the increased scope of the proposed Rules. As essential workers/

Minnesota peace officers have limitations placed upon their rights as employees/ such

as an inability to strike/ that are balanced out by a greater right to maintain employment

compared to the typical at-will employee. This balance is upset if the role of

progressive discipline/ for example/ is superseded by a centralized disciplinary body

(i.e. POST Board) with heightened authority to terminate employment (i.e. license

revocation) based on often vague and overly broad standards.

Under PELRA/ public employees/ including peace officers/ have several rights.

Relevant here/ both represented and non-represented peace officers have the right to



"express or communicate a ... grievance ... on any matter related to the conditions ...

of public employment." Minn. Stat. § 179A.06/ subd. 1. All contracts must allow for

grievance procedures and "must [provide for] compulsory binding arbitration." Minn.

Stat. § 179A.20/ subd. 4(a). Represented peace officers are entitled to these rights and

procedures through the statutorily required written contracts. Minn. Stat. § 179A.20/

subd. 1. Unrepresented peace officers who can establish an implied-in-fact contract

through any combination of oral agreements/ employee handbooks/ and licensure are

also statutorily entitled to due process/ grievance and arbitration protections. See Minn.

Stat. § 179A.20/ subd. 4 ("All contracts must include" arbitration agreements); see also

Hall v. City ofPlainview, 954 N.W.2d 254, 261 (Minn. 2021) (holding employee

handbooks or personnel policies can establish employment contracts). The grievance

procedure entitles the officer to only be disciplined for just cause. See Minn. R.

5510.5130, subp. 5. The POST Board does not have the authority to circumvent this

statutory scheme/ and wherein the proposed Rules conflict with PELRA/ MPPOA and

LELS believe the proposed Rules must yield. Minn. Stat. § 14.45 ("the court shall

declare the rule invalid if it finds that it... exceeds the [agency's] statutory authority").

See also Billion v. Comm'r of Revenue, 827 N.W.2d 773, 781 (Minn. 2013); Hirsch v. Bartley-

Lindsay Co., 537 N.W.2d 480, 486 (Minn. 1995) ("agencies may adopt regulations to

implement or make specific the language of a statute/ they cannot adopt a conflicting

rule"} (emphasis added).

Finally/ MPPOA and LELS join with the dissenting members' statement

regarding the scope of the proposed regulations.

The unilateral process of mandated policies by the MN POST Board

through rule making should not be permitted as it should be reserved for

the MN legislature and local governing bodies. The addition of the

suggested best practices policy on public assembly/first amendment

activity as a mandated policy is an example of this practice that should not

be permitted. The MN POST Board should only be requiring policies that

have been approved by the MN legislature. To create a rule that requires a

mandated policy on any subject matter that has been debated in the

legislature or any governing body circumvents the legislative process.

(Id.) As the POST Board's mission states/ "POST'S philosophy is to serve as a resource

and partner with stakeholders to ensure compliance with state policies and training

mandates." It is not a legislative body. New to the proposed Rules are detailed

requirements for background checks prior to licensing. Minnesota Statutes require a

background check prior to the hiring of a peace officer. Minn. Stat § 626.87. There is no



legislative grant of authority delegating this process to the POST Board/ however. See

Minn. Stat. S 626.843, subd. 1.

Having described the general issues with the proposed overhaul of the POST

Board Rules/ MPPOA and LELS turn to issues with specific proposed Rules.

1. The definition of discriminatory conduct is overly vague.

A vague standard is problematic on a number of levels. First/ it can lead to

arbitrary and inconsistent enforcement. Second/ it fails to provide the person subject to

the standards sufficient notice as to what actions are permitted and forbidden/ leading

to indecision/ or overly conservative responses. Finally/ it subjects the regulated person

to the unfair situation where they can commit unknowing violations/ and be

subsequently punished for actions they were not aware were proscribed.

Here/ the definition of discriminatory conduct at 1.5-11, and used at 3.23 and

16.1-4, is unreasonably vague. Among the issues here is that the word "egregious" is

inherently subjective. While it should not need to be said/ it is assumed that all parties

involved are mindful of the need for fair and impartial treatment under the law,

whether that treatment be at the hands of a peace officer/ judge/ or administrative

agency. Implicit bias training and cultural diversity training are mandated by the

Legislature/ and MPPOA and LELS support these legislated requirements.

Discriminatory acts that are actually performed can certainly be sanctioned/ but

predicting discriminatory acts puts the "objectively reasonable person" in the position

of reading tea leaves/ which is not reasonable.

An underlying notion at the heart of these proposed rules is that implicit biases

are prevalent/ and perhaps even ubiquitous. If this is true/ then screening out persons

with implicit biases is impossible/ irrespective of the potential officers' racial or ethnic

background. This philosophical premise logically promotes training and standards to

suppress biases affecting police work/ while recognizing that the POST Board cannot

possibly legislate away all bias/ or a police officer's religious or political affiliations.

Introducing predictive implicit bias disqualification runs the serious risk of creating

either an impossible standard to meet/ or a standard that can only be met through

disparate application of subjective exceptions that would in no way be "equitable."

Such a rule is clearly arbitrary and capricious.



2. "Bmdy/Giglio Impairment" is not a workable term.

a. There is no one clear cut Brady /Giglio standard.

With respect to Brady/Giglio, the proposed rules appear to operate from the

presumption that there is a uniform and easily-applied standard automatically

disqualifying an officer from testifying. The Board states that this rule is necessary

because so-called Brady Officers cannot be relied upon to testify. See POST Board

SONAR, R-04641, at 31 (June 2022). This is not true.

Brady/Giglio merely requires disclosure and calls for judicial review of facts and

circumstances. Judges are then tasked with making an evidentiary ruling as to the

admissibility of the alleged impairment. Often peace officers are not only able to

perform their vital civil functions/ but also to testify notwithstanding past conduct that

may require disclosure/ but would not necessarily lead to disqualification.

Minnesota follows a three-prong test to evaluate alleged Brady violations: 1) the

evidence must be favorable to the defendant because it would have been either

exculpatory or impeaching; 2) the evidence must have been suppressed by the

prosecution/ intentionally or otherwise; and 3) the evidence must be material/ in other

words the absence of the evidence must have caused prejudice to the defendant.

DeLaCruz v. State, No. A17-0546/ 2018 WL 2187703 (Minn. Ct. App. May 14, 2018). This

mirrors the Eighth Circuit's test for Brady claims. See, e.g., United States v. Turner, 104

F.3d 217, 220 (8th Cir. 1997). Because Minnesota requires disciplinary files to be made

publicly available/ suppression issues are unlikely. While a prosecutor will still usually

err on the side of disclosure/ notwithstanding the public availability of the information/

a judge still must determine whether the past conduct is sufficiently relevant to be

admitted as impeachment evidence. Whether an act is ultimately admissible as

impeachment evidence is largely left to the judgment of the trial court. "What types of

conduct may be introduced to affect [a witness7] credibility is largely in the discretion of

the trial court. However/ misconduct that may prejudice the jury and yet be remote to

questions of veracity should not be admitted since the risk of harm far exceeds the

benefits to be gained by its admission." State v. Gress, 84 N.W.2d 616, 621 (Minn. 1957)

(finding the witness' multiple divorces was not admissible as evidence of his lack of

truthfulness). According to the American College of Trial Lawyers/ "Issues of

dishonesty by a law enforcement officer outside of the line of duty are similar to those

of any other witness and probably should be judged by the same standards. Acts of

stealing and cheating/ as well as lying to one's mother as a child are easy. Dishonesty in

other areas/ such as with one's spouse/ may not be." Amer. College of Trial Lawyers/

Brady/Gigliofor Prosecutors, (available at https'./hmuiu.cictl.com/docs/ defaitlt-sonrce/federal-

criminal-procedure/fmal-brady-gigUo-gnide.pdfr).. 24).



These are difficult and nuanced issues for prosecutors and judges/ and it is not

reasonable to expect that peace officers/ or frankly the POST Board/ sitting in judgment/

can determine the extent to which certain on or off-duty conduct impairs an officer's

capacity to testify at a subsequent hearing. The Board lacks the expertise or authority to

make evidentiary rulings. Leaving local prosecutors with the unbridled discretion of

whether to label something outside of the public sphere that merely "calls into

question" impartiality an "impairment" is an unconstitutional abdication of the Board's

responsibility to supply sufficient standards/ lends itself to arbitrary enforcement/ and

will subject applicants to various standards dependent entirely on the personal opinions

of their jurisdiction's prosecuting attorney.

Furthermore/ the rule cuts far too broadly and allows the revocation or

suspension of a license merely because something may lead to impeachment. The

revocation or suspension of a license could becoine a required disclosure and lead to

impeachment on its own when the judge would otherwise have refused to admit the

underlying conduct. Therefore/ the enforcement of this rule will lead to more Brady

impairments/ more impeachment/ and move the Board further away from its stated

objective of protecting the integrity of the judicial process. Rather than having a

centralized agency create a disqualification list on its own criteria/ or empowering local

prosecutors to end a police officer's career/ local law enforcement agencies are best

suited to make the decision as to where to draw the line.

The desire to develop a standard for evaluating an officer's ability to ethically

participate in judicial proceedings is understandable/ but simply put/ Brady/Giglio is not

it. The application of Brady/Giglio is unworkable in the context of the proposed Rules.

MPPOA and LELS do not deny the significance and importance of truthfulness/ but

believe that placing the POST Board in the role of pre-disqualifying an officer for any

possible Brady/Giglio issue represents an unnecessarily binary view of human activity/

judicial proceedings/ and Brady/Giglio in general.

b. "Impairment" is not a. clearly defined or legal term, and "may result"

is vague.

The Rules do not discuss disqualifying officers from testifying/ but instead use

the indefinite term "impairment/7 referring to "Brady/Giglio impairment/" but

"impairment" is not a defined term and is not really an understood legal concept. Is it

an impairment if a prosecutor has to seek in camera review before a witness testifies/ or

that a defense attorney might attempt (and fail) to impeach? Even material highly

likely to require disclosure under Brady, such as a reprimand for excessive force/ would

probably not impair an officer from testifying in a DWI case where no force was used.



MPPOA and LELS therefore takes issue with proposed 6700.0670, subpart ID/ lines 3.1-

3; 6700.1600, lines 14.19-20 and 16.5-18.

The term "may result" is also sufficiently vague as to require guesswork. What

standards or degrees of possibility/ and what level of impairment/ comply with this

Rule? As these terms are difficult enough for lawyers to agree upon/ asking peace

officers to essentially guess what various prosecutors might consider to be serious

enough Brady material to constitute impairment/ and then to have that guess evaluated

after the fact by the POST Board/ which is not equipped to make such a legalistic

determination/ is simply unworkable.

Finally/ the problem with using an "impairment" concept is seen within these

same proposed Rules. When the proposed Rules allow a person to be licensed

notwithstanding a "misdemeanor theft of movable property valued at $500 or less."

6700.0700E2(q)/ line 9.18-19, it creates a potential internal inconsistency/ because a theft

conviction would be more problematic for a police officer under Brady/Giglio than/ for

instance/ making posts on an extremist website while still a minor/ which could be a

problem for an officer under proposed 6700.1600H. MPPOA and LELS suggest that the

use of "Brady/Giglio impairment" as a standard for licensure/ discipline or reporting is

unworkable. If the reason for the "impairment" is sufficient to cause problems/ local

agency discipline should more than suffice to resolve the issue.

3. Proposed Rule 6700.0670.

MPPOA and LELS object to the entirety of proposed Rule 6700.0670. The

proposed Rule exceeds the POST Board's statutory authority and the Board has not

demonstrated that it is reasonable or sufficiently linked to a cognizable interest.

MPPOA and LELS also note the constitutional concerns emanating from this Rule.

However/ assuming arguendo that the POST Board can affirmatively show that the

Rule "is needed and reasonable to establish statewide standards for background

investigations to provide a consistent screening process for law enforcement across the

state without regard to the law enforcement agency's type/ size/ or location/7 no degree

of need or reasonableness can change statutory text/ and the Board lacks the statutory

authority to create such standards.

The legislature did not confer the POST Board with authority to create rules

regarding how law enforcement agencies discharge their statutory duty to conduct

background investigations. Under Minnesota's Administrative Procedure Act

("MAPA")/ an administrative agency may only "adopt/ amend/ suspend/ or repeal its

rules . . . pursuant to authority delegated by law." Mlnn. Stat. § 14.05, subd. 1. The

Minnesota Supreme Court recognizes that administrative agencies are "creatures of



statute [having] only those powers given to [them] by the legislature/' In re Qzuest's

WJwlesale Serv. Quality Stds., 702 N.W.2d 246, 259 (Minn. 2005) (quoting Peoples Natural

Gas Co. v. Minn. Pub. Utils. Comm'n, 369 N.W.2d 530, 534 (Mirm. 1985)). As such/ neither

agency nor court may "enlarge [an] agency's powers beyond that which was

contemplated by the legislative body." Qzuest, 702 N.W.2d at 259 (internal citation

omitted). While agencies may have implied authority/ implied authority is limited and

does not exist merely because the authority would be useful. In re Hnbbard, 778 N.W.2d

313, 324 (Minn. 2010) (citing Peoples Natural Gas Co., 369 N.W.2d at 535). Any doubts

about the scope of an agency's authority should generally be resolved against the

agency. Qwest, 702 N.W.2d at 259 (citing In re N. States Power Co./ 414 N.W.2d 383,387

(Minn. 1987)).

The POST Board's limited rulemaking authority is clearly delineated into

thirteen parts as specified in the enabling statute. See Minn. Stat. § 626.843, subd. 1. The

outermost limits of the Board's authority is contained in Minn. Stat. § 626.843/

subd.l(13)/ which grants the POST Board general authority to adopt rules related to

"such other matters as may be necessary consistent with sections 626.84 to 626.863." Id.

(emphasis added). The reach of even this broadest delegation of authority does not

encompass regulation of background checks; Minn. Stat. § 626.87, subd. 1 governs

background checks to be conducted by law enforcement agencies. This statute is

outside the statutory grant of authority delegated to the POST Board by the Minnesota

legislature. While Minn. Stat. § 626.87, subd. l(a)(l) does allow the POST Board to

determine what standards the background investigation must address/ this does not

grant the Board the authority to mandate how the investigation is conducted/ when the

investigation must occur/ or to decide which information might be relevant when

addressing those standards. Those determinations are statutorily delegated to the law

enforcement agencies. As such/ proposed Rule 6700.0670 is beyond the POST Board's

statutory authority.

As noted above/ the POST Board cannot expand its authority by adopting Rule

6700.0670 merely because it deems it useful. In re Hnbbard, 778 N.W.2d at 324. While

Minn. Stat. § 626.843, subd. 1(4) allows the POST Board to adopt rules relating to

minimum standards of conduct "which shall govern the admission [and] the licensing

of peace officers/' this does nothing more than confirm what the background

investigation statute states explicitly: That the POST Board may establish what

standards the background investigation must consider. Mirm. Stat. § 626.87, subd.

l(a)(l). Nothing in Minn. Stat. § 626.843/ subd. 1(4) grants the Board the authority to

regulate the investigative procedures.



Finally/ Minn. Stat. § 626.843, subd. 1(6) allows the Post Board to adopt rules

related to minimum standards of conduct "which would affect the individual's

performance of duties as a peace officer." Minn. Stat. § 626.843/ subd. 1(6). This statute/

however/ is inapplicable as the proposed procedures for conducting background

investigations are not standards of conduct for individual officers but rather address

conduct predating an individual becoming an officer in the first instance. To allow the

standards of conduct to permit the POST Board's regulating into an area that has been

delegated to another represents an unlawful and improper expansion of POST Board

authority. Any doubt should be construed against expanding the statutory language.

Qwest, 702 N.W.2d at 259.

MPPOA and LELS object to the entirety of proposed Rule 6700.0670. Alternative

language or suggestions to improve the proposed Rule cannot be offered/ as the Rule

itself is improper. Nonetheless/ MPPOA and LELS will provide specific objections

should the proposed Rule be amended to fit within the POST Board's statutory

authority.

To date/ several public commentors have outlined specific issues with parts of

proposed Rule 6700.0670. See, e.g., Comments of Sgt. Schrage (June 17, 2022); Jeffrey

Huettl/ (June 15, 2022); Chief Katie McMillin/ (June 15, 2022); Chief Laura Eastman/

(June 15, 2022). MPPOA and LELS do not concede that Rule 6700.0670 is needed nor

reasonable. MPPOA and LELS also do not concede that any specific part of the Rule is

within the Board's authority/ is constitutional/ is sufficiently needed or reasonable/ or is

otherwise valid. Without waiving these general objections/ MPPOA and LELS

specifically object to proposed Rule 6700.0670, subpart 3B/ lines 5.11-13, inasmuch as

there is no requirement to notify the officer of the alleged disqualifying offense and give

an opporhmity to be heard on the question/ the hallmarks of due process. Furthermore/

"disqualifying offense" is not defined in this context/ while it is defined above. If a

"disqualifying offense" includes conduct that did not result in a criminal conviction

(under proposed Rule 6700.1600), an officer's need for due process protections is even

more significant. MPPOA and LELS call for clarification of this language and the

addition of officer notification.



4. Proposed Rule 6700.0675.

a. Proposed Rule 6700.0675(A)(3) is unconstitutionally vague because it

supplies no standard for evaluating an applicants predisposition to

discriminate.

MPPOA and LELS also object to the portion of 6700.0675 that requires a

psychological prediction or "evaluation of a predisposition on the part of the applicant

to engage in discriminatory conduct." 6.1-6.3. As discussed above/ distinguishing

implicit biases from predispositions is likely impossible. JVIoreover/ imposing a

restriction based on misconduct one might commit sets a concerning precedent for

predictive sanctions. MPPOA and LELS share the goal of employing police officers

who do not engage in discrimination but cannot support attempts to disqualify people

merely because they might discriminate.

Proposed Rule 6700.0675(A)(3) requires the applicant screening conducted by

psychologists to include/ "to the extent possible as determined by the psychologist/ an

evaluation of a predisposition on the part of the applicant to engage in discriminatory

conduct as defined [by these rules]." Discriminatory conduct is defined as "a pattern of

conduct or a single egregious act that evidences knowing and intentional discrimination

based on the perception of [a variety of protected classes] and [that] would lead an

objectively reasonable person to conclude that the individual may not perform the

duties of a peace officer in a fair and impartial matter." See Proposed Rule 6700.0100,

subp.26.

The Minnesota and U.S. Constitutions' Due Process clauses "provide equivalent

protection against the deprivation of liberty without due process." In re Welfare of

B.A.H., 845 N.W.2d 158,163 (Miim. 2014). A law is unconstitutional for vagueness or

indefiniteness "if it requires or forbids in terms so vague that men of common

intelligence must guess at its meaning and differ as to its application." Anderson v.

Bnrnqnist, 11 N.W.2d 776, 779 (IVIinn. 1943). The void-for-vagueness doctrine recognizes

that vague laws can violate due process in two distinct ways: (1) by //trap[ping] the

innocent by not providing adequate warning of unlawful conduct"; and (2) by

"unleashing the potential for unfair and uneven law enforcement by not establishing

minimal guidelines." In re Welfare ofB.A.H., 845 N.W.2d at 163 (citing State v. Ness, 834

N.W.2d 177,184 (Minn. 2013)). Courts may review administrative rules for

constitutional violations. Minn. Stat. § 14.69(a); In re Applications of Q Petroleum, 498

N.W.2d 772 (Minn. Ct. App. 1993) (deciding on the vagueness of a rule promulgated by

a state board).

10



The United States Supreme Court recognizes the disparate enforcement basis as

the "more important aspect of the vagueness doctrine." Kolender v. Lawson, 461 U.S. 352,

358 (1983). Vagueness in this context means leaving the enforcers "free to decide/

without any legally fixed standards/ what is prohibited and what is not in each

particular case. In re Welfare ofB.A.H., 845 N.W.2d at 163. The issue is not that such rules

fail to specifically identify violations/ it is that such rules allow the enforcers to "pursue

their personal predilections and define what is and is not legal [and] lets enforcers

define who is a violator in the first place." Id. at 163-64. This is "an impermissible

abdicadon" of the rule maker's responsibility to set standards. Id.

The language of Rule 6700.0675(A)(3) is unconstitutionally vague. By its own

terms/ it abdicates the POST Board's responsibility by requiring individual

psychologists "to the extent possible as determined by the psychologist" to evaluate an

applicant's predisposition to discriminate. The Board has a constitutional duty under

the Due Process clause to set forth sufficient standards for enforcers/ in this case

psychologists/ to prevent them from pursuing their personal predilections and to define

what is or is not legal on their own terms. In its SONAR/ the POST Board admits that

there "is no particular psychological assessment that definitively establishes an

applicant's likelihood to engage in discriminatory conduct." POST Board SONAR/ R-

04641, at 21 (June 2022). In fact/ the best the unnamed consulting psychologists could do

was advise that "there may be findings that mm be indicative." Id. (emphasis added).

The POST Board failed to articulate an adequate and objective measure for

discriminatory predisposition/ and the proposed rule merely calls for individual

psychologist-enforcers1 to exercise unfettered discretion in deciding which of the

potentially existing findings might possibly be indicative. It is difficult to see how a

person declared to be predisposed to discrimination could challenge such an

assessment/ rendering the psychologist's position unchecked, unassailable/ and

undefined. Relying on assertions offered by anonymous consultants based on

unverified psychological standards is textbook unconstitutional vagueness.

1 Alternatively/ the Board might argue that it is the enforcer. In that scenario, the Board would take the

position that it did not abdicate its responsibility to the psychologists because the Board would retain the

final discretion to decide if the psychologist's findings were meritorious. This argument might initially

appear rhetorically appealing. However, when the underlying decision by the psychologists is

unconstitutionally vague, their professional discretion cannot be made less vague by the Board's

unprofessional and unlicensed review. Furthermore, the rule expresses no standards by which the Board

would review the merits of the psychologists' determination and thus suffers from the same

unconstitutional infirmity.

11



MPPOA and LELS believe this proposed Rule would be subject to judicial

review/ and subsequently voided/ if it should be approved. MPPOA and LELS/

therefore/ do not offer alternative language or seek amendment.

b. Proposed Rule 6700.0675(A)(3) is not rationally related to the Board's

stated objective because no reliable methods for assessing

discriminatory predisposition exist.

The POST Board cannot carry its statutory burden to affirmatively show that

proposed rule 6700.0675(A)(3) is adequately supported by the facts. Under Minn. Stat. §

14.14, subd. 1, the Board has an affirmative duty to establish that any proposed rule is

needed and reasonable. Proposed rules are subjected to rational basis review/ requiring

the agency to point out what evidence it is relying upon and how that evidence

connects rationally to the agency's choice of action. In re Proposed Rides ofMinn. Pub.

Employ. Bd., OAH No. 68-9010-33057/ (May 2016); Mammenga v. State Dept. of Human

Serv's., 442 N.W.2d 786 (Minn. 1989) (this is the same rational review that courts

undertake when applying a substantive due process analysis to statutes).

First/ the POST Board cannot show that proposed rule 6700.0675(A)(3) is

rationally related to a legitimate objective/ because the Board has not pointed to any

evidence that it is relying upon. As noted in the SONAR/ the best "evidence" the Board

points to is the fact that some unknown psychologists think that "there may be findings

that may be indicative [but] no particular assessment definitively establishes an

applicant's likelihood to engage in discriminatory conduct." POST Board SONAR/ R-

04641, at 21 (June 2022). This is not evidence. This is conjecture that there are standards

that may exist and maybe they are also relevant. Relying on mere pontification/ or

speculation/ is not rational or appropriate.

Second/ the Board discussed how it considered the possibility of testing for an

applicant's "cultural competency" as well. Id. Yet/ the Board found no "assessment

measures or psychological tests" that measure "cultural competency." Id. The Board/

therefore/ did not propose psychologists evaluate applicants for their predisposition to

be culturally incompetent. The Board likewise identified no assessment measures or

psychological tests for discriminatory predisposition in its SONAR and/ without

substantive rationale/ still decided to require that psychologists evaluate applicants'

likelihood to discriminate. The POST Board points to no evidence or facts explaining its

determination that "cultural competency" is unmeasurable but "discriminatory

predisposition" is measurable. In other words/ the Board has established no rational

reason why these two concepts received disparate treatment.
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Third/ while the POST Board has not identified a single method for measuring

discriminatory predisposition/ thus precluding targeted discourse/ scholarly reviews are

overwhelmingly dubious towards attempted efforts to measure discriminatory

predispositions. For example/ a recent review of implicit attitude research concluded

that:

We do not know what indirect measures measure; indirect measures are

unreliable at the individual level/ and people's scores vary from occasion

to occasion; indirect measures predict behavior poorly/ and we do not

know in which context they could be more predictive; in any case/ the

hope of measuring broad traits is not fulfilled by the development of

indirect measures; and there is still no reason to believe that they

measure anything that makes a causal difference. These issues would not

be too concerning for a budding science; they are anomalies for a 30-year-

old research tradition that has been extremely successful at selling itself

to policy makers and the public at large.

Edouard IVIachery/ Anomalies in Implicit Attitudes Research, Wiley Interdisciplinary

Reviews: Cognitive Science/13(1), el569/ at 11 (2022) (available at

https://doi.org/10.1002/wcs.l569) (last accessed Jul. 18, 2022). The review notes that one

measure of a psychological tool's usefulness is its test-retest reliability. Id. at 6. In plain

terms/ this refers to the ability of the test to produce consistent results across time.

When the same individual takes the same test and receives a wide variety of results/ the

strong implication is that the test is being influenced by other variables. See Research

IVlethods in Psychology/ Univ. Of Minn. Libraries/ 5.2,

https://open.lib.umn.edu/psychologyresearchmethods/chapter/5-2-reliability-and-

validity-of-measurement/ (last accessed Jul. II/ 2022) (discussing and defining test-

retest reliability). Studies from 2017 and 2018 were cited and found that two different

indirect measurement tools showed "weak reliability" (r=0.38/ r=0.64/ and r=0.41). See

Machery/ supra. Not only must a psychological tool produce reliable measurements/ it

must also produce valid measurements/ i.e./ the scores from a measurement must

represent the variable they intended to measure. See Research Methods in Psychology/

Univ. of Minn. 5.2. For proposed Rule 6700.0675(A)(3)/ this means that whatever test

utilized by the screening psychologist to measure discriminatory predisposition must

actually measure the applicant's predisposition/ as opposed to something else.

However/ "after 30 years of research/ there is almost no evidence that indirect measures

measure something causally efficient rather than merely epiphenomenal." Machery/

supra at 9.
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The "most well known measure" is IAT testing/ which studies have

overwhelmingly concluded "provides little insight into who will discriminate against

whom." Id. at 6-7 (citing shidies finding correlations as low as r = 0.14, r = 0.27, r = 0.10,

r = 0.09, and never higher than r = 0.37). Another recent meta-analysis came to a similar

conclusion/ stating that "there is also little evidence that the IAT can meaningfully

predict discrimination/ and we thus strongly caution against any practical applications

of the IAT that rest on this assumption/7 See Rickard Carlsson & Jens Agerstrom/ A

Closer Look at Discrimination Outcomes in the IAT Literature, Scandinavian Journal of

Psychology/ Vol. 57, Issue 4/ p. 278-287 (available athttps://doi.org/10.1111/sjop.l2288)

(emphasis added). Likewise/ the Harvard IAT test explicitly tells users in its FAQ that

"a single IAT test is unlikely to be a good predictor." In New York/ the NYPD's 36/000

some officers were also studied before and after receiving implicit bias training. After

analyzing the data/ the researchers stated/ "It's fair to say that we could not detect

effects of the training on officers' enforcement behaviors." Martin Kaste/ NYPD Study:

Implicit Bias Training Changes Minds, Not Necessarily Behavior, NPR (Sep. 10,2020)

(available at https://www.npr.org/2020/09/10/909380525/nypd-study-implicit-bias-

training-changes-minds-not-necessarily-behavior) (last accessed July 7/ 2022, 9:16 p.m.).

Legal scholars reviewing the scientific research regarding implicit predictions of

discriminatory behavior have found the research similarly lacking. See Gregory

Mitchell/ An Implicit Bias Primer, 25 Va. J. Soc. Pol'y & L. 27, 46 (2018) ("with respect to

individual-level behavior/ the accumulated research findings reveal that it is

scientifically inappropriate to use any individual's score on an implicit bias measure as

a measure of how likely that individual will have engaged in acts of discrimination in

the past or will do so in the future"); Maurice Wexler/ The Survival of the Intentionality

Doctrine in Employment Law: To Be Or Not To Be?/ 47 U. Mem. L. Rev. 699, 732-745 (2016)

(collecting court cases and studies dismissing the validity of implicit attitude testing

and stating that "both critics and proponents of the IAT now agree that the statistical

evidence is simply too lacking for the test to be used to predict individual behavior").

5. Minimum Selection Standards.

MPPOA and LELS understand that the character of applicants is important—

peace officers want to work beside professional people of honor. Where it is difficult to

ascertain predispositions and predictions/ conduct is a reasonable arena of evaluation.

MPPOA and LELS have several concerns/ however/ regarding the proposed standards/

and it is particularly concerning that there is no temporal element to consider for

instances not specifically disqualifying crimes or crimes of dishonesty. MPPOA and

LELS support amending this section accordingly.
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MPPOA and LELS are concerned regarding some of the non-felony matters

included under this section. To pick an example/ line 9.5 establishes that misdemeanor

indecent exposure under Minn. Stat. § 617.23 can be a disqualifying matter. There is no

temporal limitation on this/ or contextualization. It is conceivable that a youthful

indiscretion/ not aggressively directed at others/ can fall into this category and remain a

scarlet letter for the college student who streaks/ "moons/" or goes to what might be

thought of as a nude beach. Put succinctly/ this is not necessarily/ though it can be/ a

crime that is a proper flag on a person's honesty/ character or ability to be a peace

officer.

As discussed above/ MPPOA and LELS have concerns about the inclusion of

misdemeanor theft as a non-automatic disqualification criterion. While MPPOA and

LELS do not necessarily disagree with the policy of providing discretion regarding

certain offenses/ it is unclear how this works within the Brady/Giglio context that

pervades the proposed Rules. A temporal element/ permitting long ago violations to

lapse/ could resolve this issue.

Proposed Rule 6700.0700, subpart G/ lines 10.11-10.14, also poses issues. As a

preliminary matter/ where the rules generally describe the term "discriminatory

conduct" as being defined in Rule 6700.0100, this subpart does not. This leaves the

definition even more vague and subjective. Furthermore/ as discussed above/ the term

"calls into question" is ambiguous/ and it is problematic that there is no time-limit on

when behavior potentially implicating a person's character took place. Would an

applicant be disqualified for a high school or college-aged participation in a march/

rally/ or parade/ where some members of the group held extremist views? Indefinite

standards and subjective enforcement are not beneficial to creating a regulatory agency

that operates under the law and constitutional principles. Local inanagement and local

control mitigates these issues/ while the ambiguity in these proposed rules aggravates

them.

Finally/ lines 10.15-16, refer to an "indication of participation or support/' but

this term is also impermissibly subjective and vague. One person's "indication" is

considered immaterial by others. Belonging to political or religious groups that may

have disparate views within the organization/ and some views that could be considered

as problematic under the proposed rules/ does not necessarily mean a person now or

ever actually subscribed to those problematic views/ even if it may be an "indication."

Engaging with groups that share some things in common/ but disagree on others/

is a natural occurrence. Relying upon an "indication" improperly utilizes perceptions

rather than objective evaluations to distinguish behveen benign and malignant

experiences. Only conduct can really determine what the POST Board needs to know.
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The proposed Rules referencing "indications" or "reasons to believe" do not clearly/

predictably/ or adequately differentiate a person's belief system/ ability to act equitably/

and past involvement with divisive ideas or inquiry into complex areas. Exploration

and growth of ideas should be encouraged/ and a person's views are rarely static.

Gatekeeping the profession from those who have engaged in/ and perhaps even

developed from/ political inquiry/ for instance/ does not serve the purposes of obtaining

intelligent and thoughtful officers.

Politics and religion are inherently complicated/ and the proposed Rules do not

show faith that an individual can be judged on their own merits and actions rather than

their associations. Peace officers are already required to serve the public without a right

to recuse themselves based on their personal views and associations. See Rodrignez v.

City of Chicago, 156 F.3d 771, 779 (7th Cir. 1998) (Posner/ ]., concurring). MPPOA and

LELS contend that by throwing in the towel on the ability of police officers to act in the

interest of public safety foremost/ great damage is done to policing in general.

Mr. Rodriguez/ a Chicago police officer/ claims/1 have no reason to doubt

sincerely/ that it violates his religious principles to guard abortion clinics.

He is entitled to his view. He is not entitled to demand that his police

duties be altered to conform to his view any more than a volunteer

member of the armed forces is entitled to demand that he be excused from

performing military duties that conflict with his religious faith [ ]/ or than

a firefighter is entitled to demand that he be entitled to refuse to fight fires

in the places of worship of religious sects that he regards as Satanic. The

objection to recusal in all of these cases is not the inconvenience to the

police department/ the armed forces/ or the fire department/ as the case

may be/ though that might be considerable in some instances. The

objection is to the loss of public confidence in governmental protective

services if the public knows that its protectors are at liberty to pick and

choose whom to protect.

The public knows that its protectors have a private agenda; everyone

does. But it would like to think that they leave that agenda at home when

they are on duty—that Jewish policemen protect neo-Nazi demonstrators/

that Roman Catholic policemen protect abortion clinics/ that Black Muslim

policemen protect Christians and Jews/ that fundamentalist Christian

policemen protect noisy atheists and white-hating Rastafarians/ that

Mormon policemen protect Sdentologists/ and that Greek-Orthodox

policemen of Serbian ethnicity protect Roman Catholic Croats. We judges

certainly want to think that U.S. Marshals protect us from assaults and
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threats without regard to whether/ for example/ we vote for or against the

pro-life position in abortion cases.

Id. The proposed Rule allows the POST Board to predetermine that a person is

incapable of doing their job based on criteria that lacks objective foundation/ and denies

an essential element of policing, namely that all police officers interact with those who

differ from them/ and it is through this process that faith in policing develops/ as

opposed to contrived homogenization of the police force.

It is also impossible to see where the POST Board would "draw the line/'

meaning there is substantial risk of arbitrary/ capricious/ or in fact discriminatory

decisions. Would these Rules call into question whether a follower of Islam should be

disqualified due to having attended a mosque where co-religionists may have

supported a violent path towards Palestinian statehood/ as an example/ or whether a

participant at a peaceful rally supporting the Black Lives Matters movement would

have their application for licensure tarnished if more militant groups became involved

in the rally/ or require a person who belongs to a deeply conservative Christian church

that takes student positions on divisive issues of the day to disassociate from their

family's congregation? In each of these hypotheticals/ a person of faith/ intelligence/

character/ and engagement with issues could well be swept along and out/ to the

detriment of the profession. Evaluators7 findings on which associations are

"objectionable" could well be a product of their own biases. If the profession is going to

move away from Judge Posner's assertion reflecting the necessity for public belief in

our peace officers/ people seeking a career in law enforcement will be incentivized to

close themselves off from important cultural associations/ out of fear that a minority

within that group may disqualify their application or sully their professional

reputation. The proposed Rules will be applied in the real world/ complex as it is/ and

to reject candidates for reasons other than the concrete actions of the applicant

themselves threatens to leave the POST Board/ and by extension the profession/ open to

the criticism that officer hiring practices are being abused as a mechanism to effectuate

political agendas rather than admitting the best candidates for public service.

5. Standards of conduct.

MPPOA and LELS object to proposed Rule 6700.1600 as an attempt to expand the

POST Board's authority and to add another layer of review/ discipline/ investigation/

and oversight on top of the procedures already established by existing law.

Administrative agency rules cannot conflict with statutes. Minn. Stat. § 14.45 ("the court

shall declare the rule invalid if it finds that it... exceeds the [agency's] statutory

authority"); Billion v. Comm'r of Revenue, 827 N.W.2d 773, 781 (Minn. 2013); Hirsch v.
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Bartleij-Lmdsaij Co., 537 N.W.2d 480, 486 (Minn. 1995) ("agencies may adopt regulations

to implement or make specific the language of a statue/ they cannot adopt a conflicting

rule") (emphasis added).

MPPOA and LELS also assert that proposed Rule 6700.1600 conflicts with the

rights established by PELRA/ as discussed above/ and is therefore invalid. The proposed

rule attempts to expand the Board's authority by allowing discipline "when the board

finds the officer has violated one or more of the standards of conduct." Yet PELRA

clearly requires all allegations of misconduct to proceed through the statutorily

required grievance process/ including application of due process and the "just cause"

rights and analysis provided therein. The POST Board does not have the statutory

authority to circumvent this process. Allowing the Board to make its own findings

regarding allegations of misconduct impermissibly interferes with the just cause

standard. Usurping statutory and contractual rights through rule making fiat is not

appropriate. Billion, 827 N.W.2d at 781; Hirsch, 537 N.W.2d at 486.

Where sanctions on a peace officer's license are permitted for a conviction of a

crime that renders the licensee ineligible/ MPPOA and LELS object to the expansion of

POST Board authority with respect to the enforcement of standards of conduct that do

not rise to criminality in 6700.1600, subpart 1A/ lines 14.7-9. While it should not need to

be said/ MPPOA and LELS do not wish to condone the behavior sought to be

proscribed but are concerned about the available process and protection of the rights of

the accused. Language that bars conduct whether or not the conduct results in criminal

charges will increase the incidence of investigations/ without the protections afforded

criminal defendants/ not the least of which is guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. Rather

than a prosecutor determining whether there is probable cause to believe a crime has

been committed/ laypersons will determine legal violations/ apparently under a civil

standard. While the Advisory Committee states that the peace officer's due process

rights are protected by the statutory contested case procedure in Chapter 214, this

represents a substantial departure from the prior degree of process afforded an officer/

and does not give due accord to the property interest an officer has in their license.

MPPOA and LELS object to the expanded disciplinary role in this proposed Rule.

MPPOA and LELS also take exception to proposed Rule 6700.1600/ subpart 1A(7)

and (8)/ lines 14.16-17/ not because these are not serious issues/ but because the rule as

proposed lacks the requisite specificity. Without reference to a statute/ these rules can

be read to include any influence of alcohol/ and not as requiring levels otherwise

proscribed by law. MPPOA and LELS do not believe that was the intent of these

additions to the rules/ but clarifying language will be required if these rules go forward.
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It must also be observed that proposed Rule 6700.1600, subpart 1D(1)/ describes a

more rigorous duty than that imposed by stahite. Under Minn. Stat. § 626.84752 an

officer is only required to intervene where they are "physically or verbally able to do

so.// This limitation is not present in the proposed Rule. Proposed Rule 6700.1600,

subpart 1D(2)/ lines 15.3-5, expands the reporting duty to violations by "another

employee/" which also differs from the statutory language. The proposed subpart D/

after referencing the incorrect statute in (1) and (2)/ does not reference the statute in (3)/

lines 15.6-7, which leaves a reasonable conclusion that the Rule's definition of

"unreasonable or excessive use of force" differs from the statutory definition. It is likely

this was unintentional/ but this ambiguity should be resolved. The definition of

reasonable use of force must take into consideration the statutorily authorized use of

force under Mirm. Stat. § 609.066, otherwise the proposed language could suspend or

revoke licenses for conduct legally justifiable in a court of law.

As discussed above/ MPPOA and LELS have substantial issues with the

language in the non-criminal standards of conduct. Under Rule 6700.1600, subpart

1E(2)/ lines 15.11-12, the proposed rules appear to require an officer to self-report non-

criminal conduct/ or even undetected criminal conduct/ within ten days. This requires

the officer to make a legal judgment and also to forfeit their Fifth Amendment rights.

Reporting an arrest or charges should be sufficient to apprise the Board of licensing

ramifications and represents the transmission of discrete objective facts that do not

implicate constitutional protections.

MPPOA and LELS similarly have concerns about the vague standards in

proposed 6700.1600, subpart 1G/ lines 16.1-4. Particularly concerning is the apparent

intent of the POST Board to centralize concerns about off-duty conduct that consists of

speech and association/ rather than permit CLEO's to address issues related to the

communities policed by the peace officers at issue. It appears that this section/ based on

the explanations of the advisory committee/ that the POST Board is essentially saying

that an officer without any history of on-duty misconduct/ who has passed the

background test/ can be removed from the rolls of licensed peace officers because of an

insensitive or ill-considered Facebook post. (See SONAR at 35-36.)

The SONAR cites to the Plainview Project. See, SONAR at 36. The website

provided for the Plainview Project opens with a disclaimer/ which states:

The Facebook posts and comments in this database concern a variety of

topics and express a variety of viewpoints/ many of them controversial.

2 The proposed Rule cites Minn. Stat. §626.8474, but this appears to be erroneous. Minn. Stat. § 626.8474

relates to training in dealing with persons with autism.
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These posts were selected because the viewpoints expressed could be

relevant to important public issues/ such as police practices/ public safety/

and the fair administration of the law. The posts and comments are open

to various interpretations. We do not know what a poster meant when he

or she typed them; we only know that when we saw them/ they concerned

us. We have shared these posts because we believe they should start a

conversation/ not because we believe they should end one.

The posts and comments included in the database comprise portions of a

user's public Facebook activity/ and are therefore not intended to present

a complete representation of each person's Facebook presence/ or each

person's views on any given subject. Inclusion of a particular post or

comment in this database is not intended to suggest that the particular

poster or commenter shares any particular belief or viewpoint with any

other posters or commenters in the database. Links to the original page

from which each post was obtained are provided so you can see the

context of the post if you wish.

See The Plainview Project at https://zuzLw.plamvieiupro]ect.org/. The Plainview Project

recognizes the complexity of human thought and behavior/ and cautions against

attempting to look into the mind or soul of a person engaged in discussion of sensitive

topics. Yet this is precisely what the POST Board is proposing to do. It is also worth

noting that the search for "off-duty discriminatory conduct" has led to speech/ and not

conduct. In that respect/ MPPOA and LELS would incorporate the objections/ joining

dissenters from the Advisory Committee/ regarding proposed Rule 6700.1600, subpart

1H/ below/ which discusses support and advocacy of discriminatory groups.

MPPOA and LELS in no way intend to defend discriminatory policing/ and as

discussed above/ the need for community trust is vital. This trust is not served by

placing off-duty associations and casual speech into the interpretive blender. The old

maxim "actions speak louder than words" seems to have been lost here/ and because

the standards replacing that maxim are unclear, arbitrary and unworkable/ the POST

Board should decline to enter into policing off-duty conduct that consists of speech or

association.

MPPOA and LELS also join with the dissenting members of the Advisory

Committee with respect to proposed Rule 6700.1600/ subpart 1H/16.5-18. MPPOA and

LELS understand the Advisory Committee and POST Board "wrestled with the issue of

how to determine whether any particular group was a hate group/" but does not believe

that the "proposed language distinguishes between a group/ such as the committee

member's church which adheres to discriminatory beliefs for their followers/ and a
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group/ such as a hate group/ which works to harm an individual or group/" as the

Advisory Committee appears to believe. It is for this reason that sanctioning a peace

officer based on his association with others/ and not based on his own actions/ cannot

avoid problematic consequences. Groups change/ and political climates evolve/ leaving

an uncertain landscape upon which to try to look into the hearts and minds of

applicants or peace officers to determine their fitness. This attempt to move from

policing peace officers' discrete actions to approaching the regulation of their thought is

troubling, problematic/ arbitrary and unlawful.

Shortening the time period for a licensee to report incidents to the POST Board

from 90 to ten days is not rationally related to any reasonable purpose. In fact/ given

the uncertainty of the proposed rules and difficulty/ if not impossibility/ of determining

whether there is a duty to report will result in confusion and uncertainty as to what is a

"reportable event". See Proposed Rule 6700.1610, subpart. 3/ lines 18-5-18.6.

The undersigned/ individually/ and on behalf of the MPPOA and LELS request a

hearing on the Rules.

Sincerely/

M:ark J. Schneider Gary Luloff

General Counsel Attorney for Minnesota Police & Peace

Law Enforcement Labor Services/ Inc. Officers Association

2700 Freeway Blvd./ #700 Chestnut Cambronne PA

Brooklyn Center/ MN 55430 100 Washington Avenue South/ #1700

651 793-2313 Minneapolis/ MN 55401

612 339-7300
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